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The hundred thousand songs of milarepa

Shambhala Publications, Inc. Other formats: Link to Publisher Web site. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Launch their review of The Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa If you're ever curious about the roots of magic, meditative feats seen in movies and shows as avatars: The last airbendomar, look no further. This fabulous (and repetitive - yogi and dharma
professionals must be repeated to remember) collection of songs and stories is not only a primary sharpening of their own meditative experience, but a collection of crazy, fun yarns from a crazy yogi, and how it teaches wiseness to even the most unlikely character. As a Western woman, I don't care about Milarepa's If you're ever curious about the roots of magic, meditative feats
seen in movies and shows as avatars: The last airbender, look no further. This fabulous (and repetitive - yogi and dharma professionals must be repeated to remember) collection of songs and stories is not only a primary sharpening of their own meditative experience, but a collection of crazy, fun yarns from a crazy yogi, and how it teaches wiseness to even the most unlikely
character. As a Western woman, I don't care about Milarepa's occasional sexism (just what she did while enjoying women in the lower castes?!), nor in ancient Vajrayana Buddhism, but overall I found much to enjoy and ponder here. ... More This book has a huge collection of wonderful poems, Dharma and interesting and quirky stories set in Tibet a long time ago. It's the kind of
book they take to a desert island because it's so rich and can't be included in a review. Sangharakshita focuses on 3 songs in her book About Milarera, the joy of Yogi. I started reading this book to review the book and because the songs are awesome. I'm finally done. Now it's time to turn around and start reading again. Amazing This book has a huge collection of wonderful
poems, Dharma and interesting and quirky stories set in Tibet a long time ago. It's the kind of book they take to a desert island because it's so rich and can't be included in a review. Sangharakshita focuses on 3 songs in her book About Milarera, the joy of Yogi. I started reading this book to review the book and because the songs are awesome. I'm finally done. Now it's time to turn
around and start reading again. It's a wonderful thing. ... more, I said earlier that all people in the British Isles are probably currently reading The Complete Works of Shakespeare because their culture and language are so insatiated with Shakespeare's words and thinking. In the same way, I can say that Tibetans (whether free to do so or unfortunately not), are probably all
currently reading the hundred thousand songs of Milarepa. This is so important, both culturally and for Buddhist inspiration. Truly a wonderful collection. More than you can I said I said all people in the British Isles are probably currently reading The Complete Works of Shakespeare because their culture and language are so insatiated with Shakespeare's words and thinking. In the
same way, I can say that Tibetans (whether free to do so or unfortunately not), are probably all currently reading the hundred thousand songs of Milarepa. This is so important, both culturally and for Buddhist inspiration. Truly a wonderful collection. That's probably all you need to say. ... more Milarepa, Marpa the translator, Tilopa, and Naropa are all my spiritual ancestors. This is
a great book documenting the life of the great mystical poet of Tibetan Buddhism Milarepa, and a great look at the Kagyu school of Tibetan Buddhism and this lineage. It's a lot of fun to read. Milarepa is a wonderful character. There are many great events and stores with unique Buddhist characters. What a great book. You have to buy a copy after you take it out of the library, I
feel the pressure to plow through it, but I think it would be best to make it nice and slow. Bd MilarepaTibet; 18th century Mineralpigment at the CottonRubin Museum of ArtGift of Shelley and Donald RubinC2006.66.460 (HAR 921) Tibetan translator Christopher Stagg was killed in a car accident on October 1, 2018. In his honor, we will re-release this excerpt from the most recent
translation of 1,000 songs by Milarepa, which was featured in the winter of Buddhadharma 2017. Translator introduction to Milarepa (ca 1051-ca 1135), Tibet's great vocal yogi, arguably the most famous figure in Tibetan culture, is the quintessential Tibetan folk hero. Milarepa committed serious crimes at an young age, and later her heart changed radically. He sought out and
followed a spiritual master, eventually reaching the final state of awakening within a single life. Although Milarepa's own practice tradition was the Kagyu lineage of Tibetan Buddhism, followers and practitioners of all Buddhist lineage in Tibet reflect and meditate after Milarepa's life story and songs. Copies of Milarepa's Life and Songs can be found in almost every Tibetan
language or dharma library. The version of Milarepa's life story and the songs most frequently read today was produced by Heruka Tsangnyön (1452–1507), about 350 years after the protagonist's death. In Tsangny, the work consisted of two parts that had to be read one after the other. The first is a shorter volume that tells the general narrative of Milarepa's life, first published
under the title The Life of The Junkie GrandRan, Jetsun Milarepa, The Journey of Liberation and The Presentation of All Knowledge. There are now at least three widespread translations in English, the most recent two in the short title The Life of Milarepa. The second part of Tsangnyön's work is much more extensive and primarily concerns Milarepa's teachings. songs after their
own realization. Originally titled Collected Songs about the Life of Jetsun Milarepa, this larger volume was published more than fifty years ago in English as the great scientist and practitioner Garma C.C. Change (1920–1988). Although other translations of excerpts from the songs are available, Chang's work was the only complete English translation to be published. Although it is
now well known that there are flaws in Chang's work, given his personal experience with Milarepa practice tradition and command in both Tibetan and English, the translation he has produced has been a great contribution. The importance of Chang's pioneering work cannot be overstated; it was based on the development of this new translation. Students and professionals of
Milarepa traditionresit the collected songs not only the primary narrative, but also the light also highlights the teaching. Milarepa's main way of education is the singing of songs accomplished, or dohas, a tradition brought to Tibet by the lineage of mahasiddhas, great unusual realized masters of India. In this tradition, masters spontaneously sing from their own direct experiences
about what they have accomplished directly, often giving instructions on how others can get the same understanding. In Milarepa's particular style, colloquial, idiomatic language and clich edicts are used that make teaching accessible and relatable to individuals who may not have been involved in the formal study of Buddhist philosophy. This direct experiation of teaching
inevitably helps students depicted in stories to connect with teaching in person. Everyone who encounters this work should relate to the heart of Milarepa's teachings and training line, thereby benefiting all beings. -Christopher Stagg Translation Mila collects Wood Namo Guru Once, while the Chonglung Garuda fortress, flat in a state of bright Mahamudra, the mighty lord of edgs,
Jetsun Milarepa, rose to prepare the provisions and saw that not only did there not have been tsampa, salt, water, or spices, there was even a small tree in the wooden bin. Since there is no water or fire on the stove, Milarepa thought: It seems my abandonment provisions have become too intense. I'm going out to collect wood. Then he left. You're delivering more Buddhist
wisdom straight to your mailbox! Sign up for Lion's Roar free email newsletters. When he found enough wood to fill the lower part of his robe, there was a sudden strong gust of wind. When he took his robe, the tree blew him away. And he thought, Even though I've been retiring for so long, I haven't stopped sticking to my self-adhesive. What's the use? dharma and practice
without giving up sticky? He said out loud: If you want my clothes, take them. Then, because he had no food, the wind caused him to faint. When she regained consciousness, her dress hung on top of a tree, waving in the wind. The feeling of disillusionment sat him up and sat down and meditated on the flat surface of a rock the size of a sheep. A white cloud began to appear from
the direction of the east Drowo Valley. Milarepa thought: Under the cloud is the hermit of the Drowo Valley. This is where my guru, the translator Marpa Lotswana, lives. He remembered that, in the midst of his guru, his guru's entourage of brothers, sisters, and friends, he had received explanations of tantras, abhishekas, and key instructions, thinking: How good it would be if he
were there now to go and meet him. Where he had previously felt disillusioned, the powerful memories of his guru brought immense sadness. Then, at that point, the cloud stretched out like a banner of five-coloured cloth perched on Lord Marpa in front of him, riding a white lion adorned with many ornaments, and seem even more magnificent than when Milarepa had been with
him in the past. Son, Great Wizard, why did you call me with such agony? Have you lost confidence in the guru and yidam's main jewels? Have you ever pursued your thoughts—the objects of adverse circumstances? Have the obstacles to the eight worldly problems corrupted your retreat? Will the demons of hope and fear catch you? Above, have you offered service to the guru,
the supreme jewel; did he show generosity to the sensing beings of the six realms? in between, have you purged your own gloom and negativity and given excellent qualities? No favourable conditions have been raised for these conditions? Whatever it is, you and I are inseparable. So through your practice, you benefit teachings and beings. With a bright and happy mind, he took
his robe and brought a handful of trees back to the retreat place. When he arrived at his hut, five iron-atsara [demons] sat with their eyes agape, the same as saucers. One sat on the Jetsun's bed, taught Dharma, two listened to him, one prepared food and the other read Milarepa's texts. First, a flash of shock arrived in Milarepa. Then he thought, These must be the apparents of
disgruntled local spirits. Wherever I stayed, I never offered horseradish [offering cake] and never praised the place. You should praise this site. And so he sang this song in the realization of praise to the page: E MA! In this lonely place, in distant mountains, in a place where the Victors found enlightenment, there are traces of Siddhas, who Here earlier, here, where this man is left
alone. The Chonglung Red Rock Garuda Fortress, above, southern clouds vortex and vortex. Underneath, the flowing curves and yarns. Between, the vultures float and drift. Countless plants are scattered. Trees all dance calm and loose. Bees buzz gentle buzz. Sweet-smelling flowers - ah! A pleasure! Melodic birds chirp and tweet. Here Chonglung Red Rock Fortress Birds and
Chicks train with the skill of their wings. Monkeys and langurs train your skill. Deer and antelope cause the knowledge of their feet. I, Milarepa, train with experience. I train with the skill of the two bodhichitta. I am in harmony with the deity in this retreat. Gather here, you bhutan ghosts, drink the nectar of love and compassion, and then graze on your own lands. After singing this,
the atsara looked at each other with angry glances looking at Milarepa with a hostile expression. Then two more atsara came to join, leaving their number seven. Some of them stood in front of him and bit their nies with angry expressions. Some have wrathfully barricaded their fangs. Several people laughed and shouted in the thunderous voice. Together, they all stole it and
stabbed it in the air to intimidate Milarepa. Then he thought, These ghosts are going to put obstacles in front of me. So, in an angry gaze, he recited strong mantras, but they didn't go anywhere. Then, with great compassion, he taught them dharma. But when they ignored him, Milarepa thought: Marpa of Lhodrak pointed out that every phenomenon is his own mind, and the mind
itself is the luminosity void; I'm totally determined that's the way it is. That's why it's useless to see these demons and obstacles as external and joyful to have to leave them. Then, manifesting fearless confidence, he sang this song of realization, After trusting the View: Dad, winner of the army of four maras, I bowed to the foot of Marpa the translator. People call me human, but I'm
the son of the great snowman. In my mother's womb, I perfected three powers. When I was a baby, I used to sleep in the den. When I was young, I used to guard his gates. As an adult lion, I wander at snowy heights. I'm not afraid of stormy blizzards. I'm not afraid of steep rocky cliffs. People call me man, but I'm the son of the garuda, the king of birds. While I was in the egg, my
wings developed. When I was a baby, I slept in the nest. When I was young, I used to guard his gates. A grown-up garuda, flying in the sky. I'm not afraid of the expanse of the sky. I'm not afraid of narrow ravines. People call me human, but I'm the son of a colossal whale. My mother's womb grew my gold stains. When I was a baby, I slept in the nest. When I was young, I ran the
school. A grown-up big fish, I roam the vast sea. I'm not afraid of huge waves. I'm not afraid of hooks or nets. People call me human, but I'm the son of the Kagyu gurus. I gave faith in my mother's womb. When I was a baby, I entered the dharma gate. When I was young, I did a lot to learn. I'm wandering through an adult mountain break. Although ghosts may be wild, I'm not
afraid. Although demons play a lot of tricks, I'm not afraid. When the lion stands in the snow, his paws don't freeze. If the lion's paws froze in the snow, the power of the perfected three would be of little use. The flying garuda can't fall from the sky. If the big garuda could fall from the sky, its wide wingspan wouldn't be of much use. When the whale swims in the water, it can't drown.
If the big whale died in the water and drowned, being born in the water wouldn't be of much use. Iron rocks can't be destroyed with stones. If iron rocks were destroyed with stones for melting and refining, they wouldn't be of much use. I, Milarepa, am not afraid of ghosts. If Milarepa had been afraid of ghosts, recognizing the enduring nature would be of little use. Ghosts, demons,
and they hinder the spirits, how majestic it is that you come at this time. Don't hurry, don't hurry. rest and stay for a while. Let's talk about everything under the sun. Hurry? Aw! You can only stay one night! We compete in the competition of our three receives and see the difference between virtue and non-virtue. I'm not letting you go until you stop me. If you have to go back without
obstacles, how ashamed and ashamed you are to come here. After singing this, Milarepa stood up confidently in his practice and became one of the demons. The atsar was afraid of fear. The power of their treming bodies trembled everything in the cave. Then all the atsara quickly dissolved into one remaining, and with a strong gust of wind, he disappeared, too. Then Milarepa
thought: The king of the obstructing spirits, Bhinayaka, really wanted her out! The gust of wind that blew away the tree and clothes is before the magic does. But because of the guru's compassion, he couldn't get to me. Then his practice was incomprehensible. This is the only cycle with three different names: The Attack of Bhinayaka, King of Obstructing Spirits, The Six
Remembrances of the Guru, and The Red Rock of Chonglung. Virtue! The Hundred Thousand Song Milarepa: A new translation, by Tsangnyön Heruka, translated by Christopher Stagg. Shambhala Publications, 2017. COVID-19 brought tremendous suffering, uncertainty, fear, and strain to the world. We sincerely wish that these Buddhist teachings, guided exercises and stories
could be balms in these difficult times. In the past month, more than 400,000 readers like you visited page, reading nearly one million pages and streaming more than 120,000 hours of video teachings. We want to bring even more Buddhist wisdom, but the sources are strained. Can you help us? No one is immune from the effects of the outbreak, including Lion's Roar. We rely
heavily on advertising and newsagen sales to support our work – both of which have fallen sharply this year. Can you offer your support to Lion's Roar at this critical time? Time?
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